
A 4-detector ring 7-slice whole body positron CT (PCT) has been developed and its performance was evaluated. This PCT has 768 BGO detectors (192 per ring) and employs a continuous rotation scan (0.5 rps). Ring diameter was 82 cm and the total axial slice length was 12.0 cm. Sensitivity including scatter for 20 cm Φ cylinder phantom was 34.2 and 52.2kcps/mm/ml (in-plane and cross-plane, respectively). Spatial resolution for reconstructed image was 7.6 mm FWHM at the center of field of view. The PCT resolved 3.0 mm Φ hot spots clearly in Derenzo phantom study. Transmission and emission images of thoracic phantom containing the "heart" filled with Ga-68, the "lung" and the "spine". The heart image showed homogenous isotope distribution with standard deviation less than 6% after attenuation correction. We conclude that this whole-body PCT multi-slice PCT provides high sensitivity and spatial resolution. Further basic study should be necessary for quantitative analysis.


High spatial resolution of positron emission computed tomography is important for quantitative measurements. Positron range limits the spatial resolution of positron computed tomography systems. To evaluate effect of the positron range on the spatial resolution, projection of positron range distribution for a line source placed perpendicularly to the tomographic plane is assumed to be a cusp-shaped function and response function of coincident detector pairs by Gaussian function. The response function of the coincident detector pair is convolved with the projection of the positron range distribution and reconstructed by using Shepp-Logan filter. Increase in width of line spread function due to the positron range was evaluated for systems with detector pair resolutions from 1 to 15 mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM). For instance, for a system with 3 mm FWHM detector pair resolution, positron ranges of 11C, 68Ga and 82Rb result in projections of 2.7, 18.0 and 23.3% increase in FWHM, respectively and line spread functions of 2.2, 12.5 and 12.8% increase in FWHM, respectively.


Quantitation in positron emission computed tomographic images can be achieved by attenuation correction of annihilation γ rays. Attenuation is measured directly with external positron sources. Attenuation correction factors (ACFs) measured have statistical errors which are inversely proportional to the square root of the total counts for the measurement. The noise in emission image increases by these errors. Therefore effects of the errors on ACFs of emission images were investigated by simulation studies. The phantom diameter is 20cm. It was found that noise levels in emission images obtained with less than a million counts were >9.4%, if ACFs were noise-free. When these images were corrected using noisy ACFs obtained with 24 million effective counts, %SD of noise levels were increased but less than 3%. It was also found that applying smoothing on ACFs may be useful to reduce the noise levels in emission images.